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Let X be a real Banach space, X* its conjugate space and (w, x) 
the value of w in X* at x in X. 
DEFINITION 1. We say that J : X -+ 2X* is a duality mapping of 
X into X* if to each x in X it assigns (in general a set) J(x) in X* 
determined by (+) J(x) = ( w / w E X* such that (w, x) = /I w (I(/ x // 
and It w II = II x II>. 
We note that, by Hahn-Banach theorem, J(x) # 4 and thus for each 
x in X there exists at least one w E J(x) satisfying (+). 
The concept of the duality mapping was first introduced and 
studied by Beurling and Livingston [2]. Later this concept was 
generalized and extensively investigated and applied by Browder 
[3, 4, 61. Further studies were also made by Laursen [12], Kato [ll], 
Asplund [l], Dubinsky [8], th e author [15] and others (see [6, 71). 
In addition to their usefulness in the theory of Fourier series and the 
study of Banach spaces, duality mappings play an essential role in the 
study of J-monotone, accretive, P-compact and A-proper mappings 
(see [2, 6, 7, 11, 12, 13, 141). In this paper we utilize duality mappings 
in the characterization of certain Banach spaces. 
The main purpose of this note is to obtain the following new 
characterization of strict convexity: X is strictly convex if, and only if, 
J is strictly monotone, i.e., if for each pair x, y E X and each f E J(x) 
andg E J(Y). 
(f-&-Y) >o whmer x #Y. (*I 
* The preparation of this paper was partially supported by the National Science 
Foundation under NSF grant GP-8556. 
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In Section 2 we discuss spaces X having property (h) defined as 
follows. 
DEFINITION 2. X has property (h) if for each sequence (x,) in X 
the relations x, - x in X and (1 x, /j --+ jj x jj imply that x, -+ x in X, 
where “-” and “4” denote weak and strong convergence, 
respectively. 
If X has Property (h) and is also strictly convex, then following 
Fan and Clickberg [9] we say that X has Property (H). This and many 
other equivalent properties in X have been studied in [9], where it was 
also shown that uniformly convex and locally uniformly convex 
Banach spaces are examples of spaces having Property (H). However, 
X having Property (H) need not be reflexive. We add in passing that, 
as was shown in [13, 141, spaces with Property (H) are important in 
the study of A-proper and P-compact mappings not defined on all 
of X. In Section 2 we study the relationship between Property (h) of 
X and the various properties of its duality mapping J. Thus, for 
example, we obtain the following simple but interesting result: 
x has Property (h) if, and only if, there exists a single-valued section 
Jo of J with Jo satisfying conditions (S) and (Q) (in the sense defined 
below). This together with our results of Section 1 gives a new 
characterization of spaces having Property (H) expressed in Theorem 2 
below. 
1. CHARACTERIZATION OF STRICTLY CONVEX BANACH SPACES 
We first recall the definitions of a few notions to be used in the 
sequel. Let X be a real Banach space. A multivalued mapping T of X 
into X* is called monotone if for all x and y in X 
(f-g, x -Y> 3 0 (fe WY g fz T(Y)) (**) 
and strictly monotone if (*) holds whenever x # y. If T is single- 
valued, then T is said to be demicontinuous if lx,,} C X is a sequence 
such that x, -+ x in X, then T(x,) - T(x) in X*. The space X is 
said to be strictly convex if 11 hx + (1 - h) y 1) < 1 for all A E (0, 1) 
and all x, y E 8, = {x E X 1 11 x /I = l}. 
Let J be a multivalued duality mapping of X into X* given by 
Definition 1. It was shown by Browder that, for any given x in X, J(Z) 
is a nonempty closed bounded convex subset of X* and that J is a 
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monotone mapping of X into X *. The last assertion follows from the 
following useful identity. If x, y E X and f~ J(x), g E J( y), then 
(#I (f -g, x -Y> = [llfll - II g 111[11 x II - IIY III 
+ [llf II II Y II - (f7 Y)l + [iI9 II II x II - CL?, 41 
with each of the three terms on the right being nonnegative. 
Our first theorem, which is the main result of this note, is the 
following new characterization of a strictly convex Banach space by 
means of its duality mapping J. 
THEOREM 1. A necessary and suficient condition for a Banach 
space X to be strictly convex is that the multivalued duality mapping J 
of X into X* be strictly monotone. 
Proof. SQiciency . Let X be strictly convex. Suppose, contraryt 
to our assertion, that J is not strictly monotone. Then there exis 
two elements x # y in X such that for some f in J(x) and some g in 
J(y) we have the equality 
(f--g, x -y) = 0. (9 
Since (1 f I( = (1 x I( and ((g /I = /I y I(, it follows from (i) and (#) that 
II XII = I/Y IL (f,Y> = !Ifll l/Y II and (g, 4 = II g II I/ 32 II. (ii) 
Using the known result that when X is strictly convex then each w 
in X* attains its norm on at most one point of S, , it follows from this 
and the fact that f and g attain their norms at x/l\ x (( and y/II y (1, 
respectively, that 
(f, Y> < llfll II Y II and (g, 4 < II g II II x II 
in contradiction to (ii). 
Necessity. The proof of necessity is essentially based on the 
following two lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. If ] is a (multivalued) duality mapping of X into X*, 
then for each given v in X 
l/2 I/ u II2 > l/2 I/ w II2 + (F, u - w) for any FE J(w) and any u E X. c++> 
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Proof of Lemma 1. Since for any FE J(V) and u E X we have 
IIF II = II v IL (F, 4 = II v II2 and II u II II v II < 1/2(/l uII2 + II v l12h the 
inequality (+ +) of Lemma 1 follows from the inequality 
UC 4 < II FII II u II = II v II II u II G l/2 (II u II2 + II v II”) 
= l/2 (II u II2 - II v II”> + V’> v>. 
LEMMA 2. Let J be a (multivalued) duality mapping of X into X*. 
If {xn> is a sequence in X such that x, + x0 in X andf,, E J(xn) for each 
n, then there exists a subsequence ( fk} with fk E J(xk) and an element 
f. in X* such thatf, E 1(x0>, (fk, Q) -+ ( f. , x0> and (fk , x) ---f ( fO , x) 
for every x in the closed subspace X,, of X generated by x1 ,..., x, ,... and 
x0 . 
Proof of Lemma 2. In our proof of Lemma 2 we will make use of 
the following known theorem: If Y is a separable Banach space, then 
for every bounded sequence {y,*> in Y* there exists a subsequence 
{yk*} and an element y* in Y* such that ( yk*, y) -+ (y*, y) for 
every y in Y. 
To prove Lemma 2, let {xn} be a sequence in X such that x, --t x0 
in X and letf, E J(xn) f or each 1~. Let X0 be the closed linear subspace 
of X determined by x1 , x2 ,..., x, ,..., and x0 and let X0* be its dual 
space. It is obvious that X0 is separable. Since every element of X*, 
when restricted to X0 , determines an element of X0*, it is clear that, 
because II fn (I = II x, 1) + 11 x0 I/, {f,}, when restricted to X0 , forms a 
bounded sequence {f,“} in X0*. H ence, by the theorem quoted above, 
there exists an element ho in X0* and a subsequence {fko> of {f,“} 
such that ( fko, x) - (ho , x) for each x in X0 . Since 
(fkO, x3 - (ho 9 x0) = (fkO, Xk) - (fkO, 30) + (.fkO, x0) - (ho 9 x0>, 
it follows that as K --t cc 
(ho, x/J -+ (ho 3 xo). 
Now, ho is a bounded linear functional defined on X0 C X. Therefore, 
by Hahn-Banach theorem, there exists an element f. in X* such that 
(fop 4 = (ho, 4 for all x in X0, llfo II = II ho II, and (fko , xk) = 
(hi 9 4 - ( fo 3 x0>- Thus, 
1% 11 = /I ho 11 < lip ilfk” 11 < lip llfk II = liy II xk I/ = II x0 II, 
i.e., Il.& II ,< II x0 II, and 
(f0, xO) = liF (fk a %k) = lip 11 xk Ii2 = 11 xO /i2- 
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This implies that jJ f0 jj = Jj x0 1) and (f, , x0) = jj x,, 112. Consequently, 
by definition of J, f, E 1(x,,) and ( fii , xk) -+ ( f0 , x0). 
Proof of Necessity Completed. It follows from Lemma 1 that for 
x and y in X and t, E (0, 1) we have for u = x and ZI = x + t,y and 
each fixed n the inequality l/2 jj x II2 3 l/2 1) x + tny ]I2 - t,(fn , y) 
for any f7l E J( x + t,y) while for u = x + t,y and v = x the 
inequality I:2 // x + tny /I2 3 I;2 (/ x [I2 + tn(f, y) for any fE J(x). 
Thus, since t, > 0, we obtain the following useful inequality 
(f r>> ~/~!l~+~,~ll”--/~//~~12 
n? 1 
t ?a 
3 (“f, r>* (4 
We now show that X is strictly convex. Suppose, contrary to our 
assertion, that X is not strictly convex. Then there are two points 
x1 and x2 in X with x1 # x2 and jj x1 Ij = 11 xs 11 such that 
Ii h + (1 - 4 x2 II = II x2 /I for all x E (0, 1). 
In particular the latter equality holds for a sequence (A,} C (0, 1) 
such that A, -+ 0 as n + co, i.e., 
11x2 + ux, -x2)11 = /IL% + (1 - hJX2ll = IIx2ll (hE(O, 1)7&z-+0)* (18) 
It follows from (a) and (/3) that for any f~ -/(x2) and any 
fn E 1(x2 + h,(x, - x2)) the following inequality holds 
(fn , x 
1 




_ x2), (y) 
i.e., for any fE J@2> and fn E J(x + h,(x, - x2)) we have 
Now, if in Lemma 2 the space X0 is a closed subspace of X generated 
by x1 , x2 and x, = x2 + h,(x, - x,) for n = 1, 2 ,..., then, since 
x, ---t x2 as n -+ 00 and fm E J(xn), Lemma 2 implies the existence of 
a subsequence {f?) of {f,) and an element f. in J(x2) such that 
(f,. , xi - x2) + (f. , x1 - x2) from which, in view of (P), it follows 
that (f. , x1 - x2) > 0. Moreover, it follows from this and the first 
inequality in (F) with f = f. that (f. , x1 - xs) = 0. Interchanging 
x1 with x2 in the above argument we obtain the existence of an element 
g, E J(xl) such that (g, x2 - xi) = 0. It follows from the last two 
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equations thatf, E J(xJ andg, E J(xJ and that ( f0 - g, , xi - x2) = 0 
in contradiction to the assumption that J is strictly monotone. Hence 
X is strictly convex. Q.E.D. 
Remark. The proof of sufficiency is essentially due to Browder 
[3] (see also [2]). It should be remarked that Browder’s arguments 
in [3] concerning the duality mappings require the space Xx to be 
strictly convex, although this requirement has not been explicitly 
stated. Lemma 1 is a special case of Theorem 1 in Asplund [l]. We 
proved it here for the sake of completeness and the simplicity of 
its proof. In case X is a reflexive space, Lemma 2 was first proved by 
Browder [4]. 
Added in proof. After this paper had been submitted for publica- 
tion, F. E. Browder pointed out in his letter to the author that, for 
the case when X* is strictly convex, Lemma 2 has aso been proved 
in his paper [6]. 
2. CHARACTERIZATION OF BANACH SPACES HAVING PROPERTY (h) 
In this section we discuss the relationship between Property (h) 
of X and various properties of its duality mapping J. In what follows 
we shall need the following definitions. Let T be a (single-valued) 
mapping of X into X*. 
DEFINITION 3 [5]. T is said to satisfy condition (S) if for any 
sequence {x,} C X with x, - x in X and (T(x,) - T(x), x, - x) -+ 0, 
we have x, --+ x in X. 
DEFINITION 4. T is said to satisfy condition @) if for any 
sequence {zn} C X with x, - x and /( T(x,) // -+ I( T(x) /(, we have 
(T&J 7 4 - GV4 4 
PROPOSITION 1. Let X be a Banach space. Then X has Property (h) 
;f, and only if, at least one single-valued section Jo(x) of the duality 
mapping J(x) satis$es conditions (S) and (Q). 
Proof. Suppose first that X has Property (h). Let J,, be a given 
single-valued section of J and let {xn> be any sequence in X such that 
- x in X and ( JO(xn) - Jo(x), x, - x) - 0. Since by (#), 
&s,) - J ( 1 0 x , x, - x) > (11 x, (( - [I x 11)” it follows that (( x, (I-+ (( x II. 
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Hence, by Property (h) of X, X, -+ x in X, i.e., Jo satisfies condition 
(S). Suppose now that x, - x in X and II Jdx,) II - II J&4 II. Again, 
since X has Property (4 and II J&> II = II x, II - II Jo(x) II = II x II 
it follows that x, --+ x in X. This, the relation (J,,(x,), x,) = 
(I x, /I2 -+ /I x /I2 = (Jo(x), x) and the equality 
imply that as n -+ cg 
i.e., Jo satisfies condition (8). 
Suppose conversely that some single-valued section J,, of J satisfies 
conditions (5’) and (Q). Let (x~> be any sequence in X such that 
x, - x in X and (/ x, I( -+ (( x (I. To show that x, + x, first note that 
since II J&d II = II x, II + II x II = II J&4 II the condition (8) of Jo 
implies that (JOxn. , x) -+ (Jsx, x). Furthermore, since by (#), 
uow - I&>, %z - 4 = (II xn Ii - II x II>” + (II lo&J II II x II - U&J , 4) 
+ (I! Id4 II II XT2 II - (IW “-4 
our assumptions on (x~} and the established fact that (JO(xn), x) - 
(j,,(x), x) imply that each term on the right side of the above equality 
approaches zero as n + 00, i.e., (J,,(x,) - J,,(x), x, - x) ---f 0. Since Jo 
satisfies condition (S), it follows that x, --f x in X, i.e., X has 
Property (A). 
We note that Proposition 1 together with Theorem 1 imply the 
validity of the following new characterization of spaces having 
Property (H). 
THEOREM 2. X has Property (H) $, and only if, its duality mappings 
J is strictly monotone and at least one of its sections satisjies conditions 
(S) and (Q)- 
It is known [3, 41 that if X is reflexive and X* strictly convex, then 
J is a single-valued duality mapping of X into X* which is demi- 
continuous. Furthermore, as was shown by Browder, in this case J 
maps X onto X*. 
Let us observe in passing that as was observed in [7] the last 
assertion follows easily from James’ characterization of reflexivity 
theorem [lo]. Indeed, if w is any element in X*, then by James’ 
theorem w attains its norm at some x,, E S, , i.e., 11 w (( = (w, x0). 
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Now, if we let h, = 11 w 11 and yO = &,x0, then (w, y,,) = /j w 11 (I yO Jj 
and II w II = II y. Il. Th is implies that w = J(yo), i.e., J is onto. 
In what follows we shall assume that X is reflexive. Suppose also 
that X* is strictly convex. Then the inverse mapping J-l : X* -+ X 
is also a duality mapping in X* which is single-valued if we additionally 
assume that X is also strictly convex. It is easy to show (see [I) that 
the following useful result holds. 
PROPOSITION 2. (a) Let X be a reflexive space with X* strictly 
convex. If X* has Property (h), then J is a continuous mapping of X 
onto X*. 
(b) Let X be a strictly convex reflexive space with X* strictly 
convex. If X has Property (h) then J-l is also a continuous mapping of 
X” onto X. 
An immediate corollary of Proposition 1 and the above discussion 
is the assertion that if X is reflexive and X and X* are both strictly 
convex, then X* has Property (h) if and only if J-l satisfies conditions 
w 2-d 62). 
PROPOSITION 3. Let X be reflexive with X and X* strictly convex. 
Then the duality mapping J : X -+ X* is continuous and satisfies 
condition (S) if, and only if, J-l has the same properties. 
Proof. Suppose J-1 is continuous and satisfies condition (S). 
Then J-1 is a single-valued duality mapping of X* onto X. 
Let (fn} be a sequence in X* such that f, -1 f in X* and 
tf-kai J-‘(f) - I-‘(fd --+ 0. Put x, = I-‘(fd, x = J-‘(f) and 
(f -fn 7 J-‘(f) - J-‘(fn)> = (J(4 - J&a>, x - Gz> = (II x72 II - II x II>” 
+ (II J&J II II x II - uG%A 4) + (II J(x) II /I xn II - m>, %a>> - 0. 
Since each term on the rightside is nonnegative, it follows from the 
above that 
II xn II -+ II x IO U(xd~ 4 --t (JW 4 and U(x), 4 --f U(x), 4. (4 
The relations (a) imply that x, - x in X. Indeed, since X is reflexive 
and (xn} bounded, to prove that x, - x in X, it suffices to show that 
if {xm> is any subsequence of {xJ such that x, - x0 for some x,, in X, 
then x0 = x. Now let x, - x0 in X. Then, by (a), 
II x0 !I < l$ II x, II = II x II and U(x), x0) = li,m U(x), x4 = (/(x>, 4. 
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Hence, 
(I x /,2 = (x0 ) J(x)) < II X,) ‘1 ‘1 J(x) (1 < (1 x 112, i.e., II x0 II = II 16) II 
and (x,, , J(x)) = 11 x )I?. Th’ 1s and the definition of J imply that 
Jx,, = Jx and, therefore, x,, = x since J is one-to-one. Consequently, 
x,, - h: and (J(x) - J(x%), x - XJ --+ 0. Hence, by condition (S) of 
J, x, + x in X. Since J is assumed to be continuous and f, = J(xJ, 
it follows that f, -+ J(x) = f in X*, i.e., J-l satisfies condition (S). 
To prove the continuity of J-l, let (fJ be a sequence in X* such 
that f,, -+ f in X*. Note first that J-r, being a single-valued duality 
mapping from a reflexive space X* to the strictly convex space X, 
zezc;icontinuous and, therefore, x, = J-l(fJ - J-‘(f) s x in X. 
9 
u-h - J(x), *Tz - 4 = (fn -fl J-Yfn) - l-‘(f)) - 0. 
As was shown above, this relation implies that x, - x in X whence, 
in view of condition (8) satisfied by 1, if follows that x, -+ x in X, 
i.e., J-'(f,) -+ j-‘(f) in X, proving the continuity of J-l. 
The converse of Proposition 3 follows from the fact that X is 
reflexive and J-l is a duality mapping of X* onto X with (j-l)-’ = J 
so that the preceding argument holds. Q.E.D. 
Using the results of Propositions 1 to 3, it is now easy to verify the 
validity of the following assertion giving the relationship between 
Property (h) of X and an analogous property of X*. 
THEOREM 3. Let X be a reflexive space with X and X* strictly 
convex. Then X has Property (h) and J is continuous with J-l satisfying 
condition (Q) if and only if X* has Property (h) and 1-l is continuous 
with J satisfying condition (Q). 
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